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ABSTRACT  
 
The scope of the paper is to provide a generic receiver architecture that can cope with future Navigation Message Authentication 
(NMA) and Spreading Code Authentication (SCA) for the open service (OS) Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) signals. 
The authentication proposals can be divided in those that suggest the encryption of the navigation data, those that suggest encryption 
of the spreading code, and those that suggest combining both encryptions. However, on the receiver side, the mere implementation 
of such algorithms is not enough to identify a spoofing attack, and therefore, further receiver capabilities need to be considered when 
defining a GNSS signal authentication receiver architecture. 
 
The primary goal of the investigation is to define a receiver architecture capable of detecting spoofing attacks and to identify the 
possible pitfalls that affect the receiver performance. For this purpose, a new signal is defined to provide authentication capabilities 
to a mass-market receiver. The proposed receiver architecture is then used with the newly defined authentication signal to test the 
spoofing detection capabilities under different receiver conditions, and attack scenarios. The scope of the verifications is to identify 
the possible pitfalls that might wrongfully affect to the spoofing detection mechanism. 
 

INTRODUCTION  
Authentication is nowadays one of the main topics to be covered for the current and next generation Open Service (OS) Global 
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) signals. Among the techniques suggested in literature, two main concepts have already been 
defined at signal design level: navigation message authentication (NMA) and spreading code authentication (SCA). The first one, 
NMA, consists on encrypting the navigation message data bits that are transmitted so that the receiver can employ an asymmetric 
algorithm (based on private-public key concept) to verify that the navigation data has been generated indeed by the space segment. 
Some examples of the NMA implementation are discussed in literature in [1]-[3] and more specific for the Galileo system in [4]-[5], 
which uses the ‘reserved1’ field of the E1-B navigation message to deliver the encryption of the navigation message. The Galileo 
Open Service Navigation Message Authentication (OSNMA) protocol is based on time efficient stream loss-tolerant authentication 
(TESLA) concept [6]-[7]. The second authentication concept, spreading code authentication, is based on encrypting the spreading 
code in order to protect the pseudorange measurements. 
 
To protect the navigation data, navigation message encryption (NME) techniques and navigation message authentication techniques 
can be used. Similarly, to protect the spreading code, spreading code encryption (SCE) techniques and spreading code authentication 
(SCA) techniques can be used [1]-[3]. For the NME and SCE cases, the encryption requires symmetric keys, which are secret and 
cannot be extracted from the receiver. Therefore, a tamper resistant receiver is required, which generates internally the encrypted 
navigation data and the secret spreading code and compares the results with the incoming data and encrypted spreading code. For 
mass-market receivers, the symmetric encryption techniques cannot be used because there is no available way of protecting the secret 
keys. Consequently, mass-market receivers must employ NMA and SCA techniques for authentication purposes. The difference with 
these techniques is that the key employed for encrypting in the transmitter side (space segment in this case), is provided also to the 
receiver with a certain delay, so that the authentication is done with a certain delay. 
 
Against the encrypted navigation data bits, and spreading code chips, there are two main threats: meaconing [2], [8] and security 
code estimation and replay (SCER) attacks [2], [8]-[9].  The meaconing attack is based on retransmitting the signal on-the-fly, which 
can be done by using, for example, a repeater. Therefore, meaconing attacks are considered to be an easy to perform attack. On the 
other hand, the SCER attacks are considered to be more complex attacks. SCER attacks are based on estimating the encrypted chips 
(or navigation bits) and retransmitting them. The complexity of such attacks come into the requirement of low processing latency, as 
the estimation needs to be implemented as soon as possible so that the spoofing signal is transmitted as soon as possible. Additionally, 
the estimation of encrypted chips is cumbersome due to the transmission of GNSS signals below the noise floor. To perform a good 
estimation of the encrypted chips, an attacker requires a high gain antenna, which can only be employed to spoof a single satellite, 
and therefore several of such antennas are required to spoof all the satellites in view of a single GNSS constellation. The issue with 
such antennas is they are physically large, bulky, and costly. An alternative to use high-gain antennas are antenna arrays, which use 



several elements to achieve a high-gain, and a single antenna array would also be valid to acquire and track simultaneously all 
satellites in view. Anyhow, the higher the desired antenna gain, the higher is the number of elements required for the antenna array 
to reach the desired antenna gain, which makes the antenna array also bulky. 
 
The objective of this publication is to define the overall receiver protocol and requirements for performing NMA and SCA 
authentication schemes, and to identify the receiver pitfalls. To achieve this, first, the experimental set-up is introduced, where the 
software tool-chain employed to test the receiver authentication protocol is introduced, with the definition of a new authentication 
signal, and the two scenarios, which include the following channel models: a static additive white Gaussian Noise (AWGN) and a 
dynamic land-mobile-satellite (LMS). Afterwards, the receiver authentication protocol is presented for a generic GNSS receiver and 
the assumptions considered are introduced. Knowing the test scenarios and the receiver authentication protocol and assumptions, the 
results obtained from the test under spoofing and SCER attack are discussed. Finally, the observed receiver limitations and pitfalls 
are identified. 

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 
The experimental set-up selected for testing the receiver architecture proposed in the next section is based on the Galileo E1-B/C 
signals at a reception power density of 50 dB-Hz. In addition to the Galileo Open Service (OS) signal, a new signal (E1-N) is 
generated with two components, an in-phase and a quadrature-phase component, both Binary Phase Shift Key (BPSK) modulated at 
a chip rate of 1.023 Mchip/s and centered in the center frequency of the L1/E1 band (i.e. centered at 1.57542 GHz). The in-phase 
component is completely dedicated to the authentication data transmission. The authentication data component, from now on E1-N 
data component, has been designed with the following characteristics: 

• Data rate of 241 bps, from which 217 bits are employed for the authentication data and 24 for the cyclic redundancy 
check (CRC) error detection 

• Tail of 4 bits 
• Turbo encoded with rate ½ 
• 10 symbols included before the authentication data for synchronization purposes 

 
Therefore, a total of 500 symbols are transmitted per second. A second of authentication data bits is illustrated in Figure 1.  
 

Payload CRC Tail 
217 bits 24 bits 4 bits 

Figure 1. Structure of the navigation message 

On the other hand, the quadrature phase, from now on anti-spoofing protection (ASP) component, is a fully encrypted pilot 
component, which carries the secret spreading code chips to be SCA authenticated in a delayed manner. Regarding the transmission 
power of each E1-N signal component, the E1-N data component is transmitted at nominal power (i.e., at the same transmission 
power than the E1-B or E1-C), while the E1-N ASP component is transmitted 10 dB below the nominal power. 
 
Regarding the E1-N data component, an authentication frame has been selected to be 5 seconds long, as it is the duration of the E1-
N ASP component. It means that one authentication frame is made up of 5 messages. The authentication data involved in the designed 
protocol are: 

• Signature of I/NAV message, for NMA purposes 
• ASP seed, so that the receiver can generate the secret spreading code 
• ASP seed signature, so that the receiver can verify that the extracted ASP seed has been transmitted from the satellite 
• Key management used to update the public keys stored in the receivers. This is out of scope for the current study 

 
Figure 2 provides an overview of the data transmitted during an authentication frame. The first 6 bits of each authentication page, or 
authentication data second, are used to determine the message type, i.e., for synchronization purposes within an authentication 
message, which is 30 seconds long. As the authentication message and the I/NAV message sub-frame have the same duration (i.e. 
30 s), they are transmitted in parallel. The first page within an authentication frame is used to deliver the ASP seed (128 bits long), 
which is used to generate the secret spreading code transmitted during the previous authentication frame. The secret spreading code 
is generated at the transmission side by using an AES-CTR-128 stream-cypher, which provides 128-bits of security. In order to verify 
if the decoded ASP seed is the correct one, the ASP seed signature, which is 512 bits long, is also transmitted through the 
authentication signal. The ASP seed signature is generated by using EC-Schnorr on 256-bit elliptic curves giving 128-bit security 
[10]. In order to retrieve the ASP seed signature, the receiver is required to successfully decode the first four pages from an 



authentication frame. In order to improve the data availability of the ASP seed and its signature, the use of a common ASP seed has 
been defined for all satellites, which are then XOR-ed with the satellite pseudo-random-noise (PRN) number and then used to 
generate the satellite specific secret spreading code. Moreover, the private key used to generate the ASP seed signature is shared 
among all the satellites, resulting even in the same signature and thus improving the service availability. The third authentication 
element transmitted in the E1-N data component is the I/NAV signature. In order to retrieve the I/NAV signature, all second to fourth 
pages need to be successfully decoded from all authentication frames within a 30 s long authentication message. In this case, as the 
I/NAV and its signature are extracted in parallel, the NMA protocol can be implemented as soon as the whole I/NAV sub-frame is 
decoded. Similar to the ASP seed signature, the I/NAV signature is generated at the transmission side by using EC-Schnorr [10]. 
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Figure 2. Authentication data transmission structure 

Finally, the key management bits are transmitted in the fourth and fifth pages within an authentication frame. 
 
To perform the experimentations, a software-based testbed has been defined as shown in Figure 3. First of all, the signal generation 
is performed by using Qascom’s QA707 signal simulator, where the scenarios are defined, including the channel conditions and the 
environment type (i.e. a benign environment is simulated, or an scenario where the receiver is under attack). Based on the selected 
scenario, the QA707 outputs a binary file containing the GNSS signals, the authentication signals, and if selected, the spoofing 
signals. Additionally, it outputs a QA707 signal configuration file with all the relevant information related to each one of the 
simulated signals. Based on the later configuration file, the MuSNAT configuration file is generated, making the MuSNAT software 
receiver [11], able to acquire and track the GNSS signals, and by using slave-tracking, to track the authentication signal. All relevant 
information (e.g. the tracking output and transmission time), is stored in the MuSNAT database, and additionally, MuSNAT outputs 
a baseband binary file for each snapshot taken from the E1-N ASP component, which are later used in a post-processing manner for 
SCA verification. Finally, all the authentication procedures are implemented in the developed Matlab-based Secure Receiver 
(SECREC) module, which emulates the receiver architecture introduced in the next section. 
  



 
Figure 3. Experimental set-up 

The scenarios simulated with the software tool-chain of Figure 3 are mainly a static AWGN and a dynamic LMS channel model. The 
receiver protocol has been tested under benign channel conditions (i.e., under no attack), and under spoofing and SCER attacks. For 
the static scenario, the attacker applies an attack that shifts the receiver location towards the east. This is represented on the left-hand 
of Figure 4 by the QA707 signal simulator, where in red the spoofing trajectory is provided, and on the right-hand of Figure 4 by the 
MuSNAT software receiver. In the latter, only the trajectory of the spoofing trajectory can be observed, due to the successfully 
applied attack, and the circles represent the estimated positioning error computed by MuSNAT. 
 

  
Figure 4. Static AWGN scenario with the trajectory for the spoofed signal retrieved from the QA707 on the left, and the estimated user position 

extracted from MuSNAT on the right 

In the case of the dynamic LMS channel model, the victim receiver is supposed to move linearly towards the East, while the attacker 
applies a slight deviation to the computed position towards the South. This is represented in the left-hand Figure 5, where in blue the 
real/victim receiver trajectory is represented and in red the trajectory induced by the attacker. As in the static case, on the right-hand 
only the deceived receiver’s position is observed, provided by MuSNAT. 
 

  
Figure 5. Dynamic LMS scenario with the real (blue) and spoofed (red) signals retrieved from the QA707 on the left, and the estimated user 

position extracted from MuSNAT on the right 



Finally, the satellite position w.r.t. the user position at the beginning of the simulation time must be considered, as it will influence 
the behaviors of the signals under LMS channel conditions. The implementation of the LMS channel model has been performed 
following the ITU recommendation P.681 [12]. This is represented in Figure 6, where all the 9 Galileo satellites to acquire and track 
are observed. Two main observations have been made in the simulations, the first one is that the highest satellite in view, E21, is 
above 60° of altitude, therefore, the effects of the LMS channel are not noticed in this signal. The second observation is applied to 
the lower satellite in the skyplot, E6, which is not visible for the whole simulation as after around 700 s of runtime the satellite gets 
below the 5° elevation mask applied for the simulations. Regarding the rest of the satellites, the influence of the LMS channel is 
observed to be more severe in those satellites with lower elevation angle. 
 

 
Figure 6. Skyplot of the Galileo satellites at the beginning of the simulation time 

RECEIVER ARCHITECTURE AND ASSUMPTIONS 
This section describes the receiver architecture for signal authentication for a generic receiver after the signal tracking block. Figure 
7 provides the schematic overview of the receiver protocol. It must be noted that the presented schematic is related to a single signal, 
and that for each signal being authenticated the same procedure must be applied. 
 
The starting point of the authentication functions for a GNSS signal is the correlation output. Currently, mass-market receivers use 
the correlation output of the navigation data signals to compute the user position, however, when authentication is applied, a 
reconstruction of the navigation data bits to be authenticated is required and stored until they are authenticated. When authenticating 
the signals, the correlation output of the authentication signal also needs to be considered. At this point, the authentication signal is 
considered to be either a new signal containing the authentication information as in the test scenarios presented in the previous 
section, new pages designed to transmit authentication data such as in GPS L1C Chimera [13]-[14] or certain fields of the navigation 
message dedicated for the authentication data such as in Galileo OSNMA [4]-[5]. In either of the cases, the navigation and 
authentication data are demodulated, decoded, and checked for errors. After this process, the receiver will account with the navigation 
data bits and the authentication data bits separately. 
 
Additionally, the baseband samples containing the encrypted spreading code (fully or partially encrypted) are stored in memory for 
posteriori spreading code authentication purposes. As the baseband samples need to be code-aligned and carrier wiped-off, for each 
satellite a different baseband sample file is employed. Furthermore, a different baseband sample file is employed for each ASP 
snapshot. 
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Figure 7. Receiver architecture for GNSS signal authentication 

The authentication protocol itself consist on three subtasks: 
• Verification of the navigation data: uses the reconstructed navigation data bits, the I/NAV signature, and a locally (in the 

receiver) stored public key. 
• Verification of the ASP seed: it uses the decoded ASP seed, ASP seed signature and the locally (in the receiver) stored 

public key. 
• Verification of the encrypted spreading code chips: it uses the ASP seed to generate the fully or partially encrypted 

spreading codes and the baseband sample files to perform the correlation and verify the presence of the encrypted chips. 
 
The verification of the navigation data requires the selected fields of the navigation data bits which are used to generate the signature 
in the space segment and the navigation data signature retrieved from the authentication data bits. By using a locally stored public 
key, the verification routine for the reconstructed navigation data bits can be executed to prove that the navigation data signature 
extracted from the authentication data bits is correct. If the verification route passes, then the decoded navigation data bits are 
considered to be authentic, otherwise an alert is thrown. 
 
The verification of the ASP seed requires the bits belonging to two of the authentication data fields: the ASP seed and the ASP seed 
signature. Similarly, to the navigation data case, the ASP seed is verified by using the ASP seed signature extracted from the 
authentication data bits, and a locally stored public key (different from the one used for the navigation data verification process). If 
the verification route passes, then the receiver assumes that the extracted ASP seed has been transmitted from the satellite. In the 
case of not passing the verification route, the receiver raises an alarm. In order to provide higher authentication data availability, a 
common ASP seed and signature has been employed in the test scenarios. This allows the receiver to authenticate all signals, even 



at low elevation angles (e.g. < 30°), by just extracting the authentication data from any other single satellite, e.g. one at a higher 
elevation. 
 
The last authentication subtask consists on verifying the encrypted code chips, and for that the extracted ASP seed is used together 
with the satellite specific PRN number to generate the encrypted code chips by using an AES-CTR-128 stream cypher. The encrypted 
code chips and the samples stored in the corresponding baseband sample file are correlated in order to determine the presence of the 
encrypted spreading code. Once the correlation is performed, the receiver must check if the correlation peak is above a given detection 
threshold, this determines if the encrypted signal is present or not. 
 
Considering that the legacy (E1-B/C) signal has been designed to be acquired and track for a minimum CN0 of 35 dB-Hz [14], and 
that the encrypted pilot employed in the test scenarios later on is transmitted at 10 dB below the legacy signal, the minimum CN0 
for the E1-N ASP component is 25 dB-Hz. Assuming that the received signal is essentially noise, a false alarm of 10-6 is achieved at 
the lower bound of Thdet = 24.42 dB-Hz. The chi-squared distribution cumulative function has been used to determine this detection 
threshold value as indicated in [15].  
 
Furthermore, it has been assumed that a sensitivity of at least 0.9 is desired. As the sensitivity is computed by considering a Rice 
distribution with its non-centrality parameter set to 25 dB-Hz and considering that every five seconds 2 baseband sample files are 
stored for later authentication, an integration time of Tint = 101 ms is required for the encrypted chips in order to reach the indicated 
probability of detection Pd = 0.9. This means that every five seconds, two spreading code checks are performed, and that if only one 
of the correlation peaks surpasses the threshold Thdet, then the five seconds to which the encrypted spreading code belongs is assumed 
to be authenticated. For the testing purposes, a 101 ms snapshot has been performed every 2.5 s. 
 
Moreover, it must be considered that it might not be enough with detecting the encrypted spreading code to determine that the signal 
is authentic, under a spoofing or an SCER attack, if the attacker does not drive away the victim enough from its true position 
(projected into the line-of-sight for the respective satellite), the encrypted spreading code might still be detectable with that ASP 
detection criteria. It might show a degradation in the CN0, but not enough to be below the detection threshold, Thdet. On the other 
hand, a SCER-capable spoofer will overpower its estimate of the E1-N component to ensure some correlation at receiver side. 
Therefore, a refinement is required in the detection of the encrypted spreading codes. The suggested detection mechanism consists 
on using the knowledge of the CN0 difference between the legacy and the encrypted pilot component, by defining an upper and a 
lower threshold, Thup and Thlow consecutively, to determine the validity of the detected encrypted spreading code. These two 
thresholds are computed by defining a so-called margin from the power difference between the legacy and the encrypted spreading 
code CN0. During the test, a margin of 2 dB have been selected. 
 

𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 ≥ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶0𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶0𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ≥ 𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 (1) 
 

𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑢𝑢𝑢𝑢 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶0𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶0𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴,𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 + 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 
𝑇𝑇ℎ𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶0𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 − 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶0𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴,𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 − 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 (2) 

 
These three authentication subtasks need to be authenticated in parallel, to validate the whole GNSS (Galileo in the case of the test 
scenario) signal, if any of them fails, then the signal will not be considered authenticated. In order to consider a computed position 
authentic, at least four satellites are required to be authenticated.  
 
In summary, the assumptions considered are the following ones: 

• All two public keys (for navigation data and for ASP seed verification) are locally stored in the receiver. 
• A common ASP seed and ASP seed signature is used by all satellites in a same authentication frame to increase the 

authentication data available under challenged environments, so that the extraction of the data from a single satellite is 
enough to authenticate all. 

• Encrypted spreading code detection threshold: Thdet = 24.14 dB-Hz with Pfa = 10-6 and an expected CN0min = 25 dB-Hz 
• Required integration time of the stored baseband sample file: Tint = 101 ms for Pd = 0.9 with 2 E1-N ASP correlation checks 

every 5 seconds, only one needs to be detected and validated to authenticate that the 5-second-long signal segment. 
• A fully encrypted spreading code (E1-N ASP) snapshot has been taken every 2.5 s 
• After the detection of the E1-N ASP component, the snapshot needs to be validated by comparing the CN0 difference 

between the legacy and the E1-N ASP component against a given thresholds as indicated in (1) 



• At least four satellite signals need to be authenticated to determine that the user computed position is authentic. 
 

It should be clearly noted that this working assumption can be tailored to the specific use cases where an authentic position and/or 
time is required. E.g. seeds can for example be retrieved via other secure communications lines (internet) and sample logging might 
occur at a higher rate (e.g. every 500 ms). The proposed authentication signal is very flexible in its exploitation by the receiver. 

RESULTS UNDER SPOOFING AND SCER ATTACK 
This section provides the results of the tested receiver protocol in static AWGN and dynamic LMS channel conditions, but first the 
performed attacks are introduced. The applied attacks are a spoofing attack and a SCER attack. Both attacks transmit synchronously 
the navigation and authentication data signals.  
 
In the case of the spoofing attack, the secret/encrypted chips of the E1-N ASP component are not estimated, therefore, the attack 
consist only on estimating the legacy E1-B and authentication E1-N data symbols and retransmitting them. Additionally, the attacks 
are performed in such a way that at the beginning of the simulation the attacker’s signal strength is 30 dB below the one of the real 
signals, and it gradually increases until it gets 6 dB stronger than the satellite signal, which is achieved after 120 s of the simulation 
time, and then it starts driving the user position away from its true position while it maintains power advantage of 6 dB. 
 
In the case of the SCER attack, in addition to estimating the data symbols as it is done in the spoofing attack scenario, the spoofer 
uses an antenna with a 10 dB gain, providing a reception signal power of 60 dB-Hz of the satellite signals. With this antenna the 
attacker employs the 30% of the chip duration to perform the estimation of the encrypted chips with an assumed chip error rate of 
22.16 %. Such systems are described in e.g. [16] and [17]. The SCER attack affects to the detection of the ASP component in the 
victim’s side, and therefore the validation of the detected ASP component explained in the previous section is required.  
 
Considering the properties of the attacks, it can be foreseen that the main difference between the two attacks will be observed on the 
E1-N ASP detection procedure (the data transmission is equal in both scenarios). By considering the static AWGN scenario first, the 
validation procedure of the E1-N ASP component is observed in Figure 9 for the spoofing attack, and in Figure 10 for the SCER 
attack. The power difference between the legacy signal and the ASP component is performed by considering both legacy signals, 
i.e., the power difference is computed between E1-B/C and E1-N ASP, and this results in 12 dB. By considering a margin of 2 dB 
and using the expressions in (2), the upper and lower thresholds are computed and employed for the validation of the detected ASP 
snapshots. For these scenarios, the upper threshold is defined as Thup = 14 dB-Hz, and the lower threshold as Thlow = 10 dB. Only if 
the power difference is located within these two thresholds is considered that an ASP snapshot is authenticated.  
 
In order to provide a reference behavior of the ASP verification procedure, Figure 8 shows the E1-N ASP verification procedure 
under static AWGN channel conditions at a signal reception of 50 dB-Hz and in benign environment, i.e., under no attack. As it is 
observed, the estimated E1-N ASP power density is within the expected power density range for all tracked satellites, i.e., between 
the upper and lower validation thresholds defined as stated in (2). As the plotted ASP components have their ASP seed also 
authenticated, once the I/NAV message is authenticated once for each satellite, the received satellite signals are continuously 
authenticated via E1-N ASP component. 



 
Figure 8. Validation procedure of the detected E1-N ASP component for the static AWGN channel under benign environment and a signal 

reception of 50 dB-Hz 

Figure 9 shows that at the beginning of the simulation, the power difference between the E1-B/C and the E1-N ASP component 
increases considerably. This happens due to the fact that the attacker is getting over the victim’s tracking loops, therefore an increase 
of the E1B/C power is seen but no increase in the power of the E1-N ASP component happens. After 120 s, the attacker has already 
the control of the user’s tracking loops, and therefore, starts driving away the estimated position from the true position. While it 
drives away the user from its true position, the power of the ASP components decreases while the power of the E1-B/C remains 
constant (or only deceases slightly as the overlap between true and spoofing signal diminishes). The power reduction happens because 
the tracked E1-B/C and the E1-N data components are not anymore code aligned with the E1-N ASP component. This misalignment 
increases as the estimated user position increases w.r.t. its true position. However, it must be noted that the geometry between the 
satellite position and the direction of the spoofed position directly affects to the estimated CN0 of the ASP component. This can be 
observed in the satellite 16 which is located at the South of the victim receiver (see Figure 6), and as the spoofer drives the user 
towards the East (see Figure 4), the spoofer’s direction is nearly orthogonal to the satellite position, and therefore, the detection of 
the signal is barely affected.  
 
Figure 10 shows a similar scenario for the SCER attack, however, the estimated power difference between the E1-B/C and the E1-N 
ASP component are closer to Thup (Upper Threshold). This happens due to the estimation performed by the attacker, which tries to 
correctly estimate the encrypted chips before retransmitting them. As the estimation process at 60 dB-Hz does not provide a high 
enough rate of successfully estimated chips, the power difference remains still out of the validation range of 10 to 14 dB. Furthermore, 
as the number of correctly estimated chips varies for consecutive ASP snapshots, the power difference looks noisier than in the case 
of the spoofing attack.  
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Figure 9. Validation procedure of the detected E1-N ASP component for the static AWGN channel under spoofing attack and a signal reception 

of 50 dB-Hz 

 
Figure 10. Validation procedure of the detected E1-N ASP component for the static AWGN channel under SCER attack and a signal reception of 
50 dB-Hz 

A similar result is obtained for the dynamic LMS channel scenario. Figure 11 presents the validation process of the detected ASP 
snapshots for a receiver under spoofing attack. The main difference with the spoofing attack under static AWGN channel conditions 
is that the attack induces a small deviation towards the South w.r.t. the real user trajectory (see Figure 5). However, as the navigation 
and authentication data are retransmitted by the spoofer at a power advantage of 6 dB, the ASP validation process is still capable of 
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detecting that an attack is happening. The slight South component of the spoofing trajectory is observed is the slight increase of the 
estimated power difference, mainly noticeable at the end of the simulated time. 
 

 
Figure 11. Validation procedure of the detected E1-N ASP component for the dynamic LMS channel under spoofing attack and a signal reception 

of 50 dB-Hz 

On the other hand, Figure 12 shows the ASP validation process of a receiver in dynamic LMS channel conditions and under SCER 
attack. Similar to the static AWGN receiver case, the estimated power difference is higher than in the spoofing attack scenario due 
to the chip estimation procedure. The main point of SCER attack is the increased estimated power difference between the E1-B/C 
and the ASP component, so that there are several validated ASP snapshots. However, at those timestamps the user position is not 
considered to be authenticated, as there are not four or more satellites simultaneously validated. 

 
Figure 12. Validation procedure of the detected E1-N ASP component for the dynamic LMS channel under SCER attack and a signal reception of 

50 dB-Hz 
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Table 1 presents further key performance indicators (KPIs) for the simulated static AWGN and dynamic LMS scenarios under 
spoofing and SCER attacks. The KPIs presented are: the mean error rate of the decoded navigation (I/NAV) and authentication data 
bits, which are computed based on the CRC checks; authentication data availability, which indicates the successful data extraction 
rate for the ASP seed, ASP seed signature, and I/NAV signature from the authentication data component; authentication availability, 
which provides the authentication rate in terms of ASP detection and validation, ASP seed signature verification, and I/NAV signature 
verification; and finally, the probability of detection (PD), which determines the attack detection rate computed by using the NMA 
and SCA algorithms as defined in Figure 7. A remark that must be considered is that the I/NAV signature is continuously being 
authenticated under both attack scenarios. Finally, it must be noted that the main mechanism that detected the attacks was the SCA 
authentication mechanism. 
 

Table 1. Simulation results for the static AWGN and dynamic LMS channels under spoofing and SCER attack 

KPI Scenario 
Attack Mode 

Comments Spoofing SCER 

MER 
Static AWGN 0.23 % 

15.48 % 
I/NAV 
Auth data 

Dynamic LMS 22.4 % 
12.81 % 

I/NAV 
Auth data 

Auth. Data Availability 

Static AWGN 
100 % 
100 % 

97.67 % 

ASP seed 
ASP seed sign. 
I/NAV sign. 

Dynamic LMS 
100 % 
100 % 
75.5% 

ASP seed 
ASP seed sign. 
I/NAV sign. 

Auth. Availability 

Static AWGN 
4.42 % 
100 % 

97.67 % 

4.9 % 
99.59 % 
95.75 % 

ASP detection 
ASP seed sign. 
I/NAV sign. 

Dynamic LMS 
0.99 % 
100 % 

86.87 % 

3.9 % 
99.59 % 
85.47 % 

ASP detection 
ASP seed sign. 
I/NAV sign. 

PD 
Static AWGN 96 % 96 % 

 

Dynamic LMS 100 % (No TTFAF) 100 % (No TTFAF) 
 

 
RECEIVER LIMITATIONS AND PITFALLS 
During the test scenarios several observations have been made. First of all, a common ASP seed for all satellites is required to 
increase the successful ASP seed and ASP seed signature extraction from the authentication data component. Optionally, the ASP 
seed can be provided over alternative communication services, as current mass-market GNSS receiver use additional communication 
modules. 
 
Regarding the ASP receiver protocol, this is required to be simple and application specific. The main parameters associated with the 
ASP receiver protocol are:  

• ASP snapshot rate,  
• minimum number of authenticated satellites,  
• the power difference margin, and  
• the integration time.  

 
For each GNSS application requiring signal authentication, a trade-off between false alarm and misdetection needs to be performed, 
where the values of the above-mentioned parameters are studied. 
 



In addition to the NMA and SCA protocols, a receiver might benefit from a spectral monitoring before ASP peak detection, which 
can help to avoid false peaks due to narrow tone interference, as they usually correlate with any PRN code, and therefore a peak is 
always detected. By performing a spectral monitoring, the narrow tone interferences can be easily detected and removed from the 
incoming signals. 
 
Finally, a random trigger of the ASP snapshots is recommended as it can help receiver to be protected against synchronized jamming 
and spoofing attacks, such as the ones presented in [19]. 

CONCLUSIONS  
A generic receiver authentication protocol has been defined, which can be employed in any signal based anti-spoofing protocol. The 
presented receiver protocol has been implemented in a bit-true simulation and tested for Galileo E1-B/C with a new authentication 
signal (E1-N) with NMA and SCA protocols. The test scenario included static AWGN and dynamic LMS channel conditions under 
synchronized spoofing and SCER attacks. Furthermore, the effectiveness of the protocol has been studied and the receiver pitfalls 
have been observed. Finally, it must be noted that SCA has been observed to be a more robust, flexible and powerful authentication 
tool against sophisticated spoofing attacks in comparison to NMA. 
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